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Activity 6.3 functional analysis automoblox answers



You have performed a visual analysis of your Automoblox vehicle to determine the principles and elements of visual design that give the object its visual charm, or lack thereof. The next step in the reverse engineering process involves studying the operation of the object. This is done by carefully observing the sequential
operation of the object before it is disassembled. Looking at the product first, you can guess how a product works and then compare your predictions with your actual findings after the part is dismembered. In this activity, you will perform a functional analysis of your automoblox vehicleEquiment;    Observation of example
products;    Engineering notebook;    Pencil;    Automoblox Vehicle ProcessPromance measurement and dissection, theoretically how the various subsystems of the game function through non-destructive observation. Study the game and then respond to the following.   2. production name: s9 sedancompany name:
automoblox1. is a prototype3.the wheel moves freely because of the shape of the .it shaft is smooth and the breakage holding the car???s wheel in placs is what makes it move freely.3b. the case is correct3c.the parts for the connettore let the car easily dissembled from a corner piece. when the piece goes in, the piece
snaps into place and unsnap when pulled.3d.   My case was correct.3e. the purpose of clips.are to make the car stay together when clip, but an easy way to disassemble   Conclusion 1.    Why do engineers perform reverse engineering on products?        To figure out how the products work, or if there are problems,
figuring out what may have happened2.    What does a black box represent in the system I/O model?        To determine what goes in and out of the product in order to function as a system Thank you for your participation!
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